Press Release Template – Fintech company
Optional contact information from Jack Henry:
Jack Henry Press Contact: Mark Folk
Sr. Corporate Communications Manager
(704) 890-5323
{Fintech Name} Collaborates with Jack Henry to (mention problem
looking to solve)
Community and regional financial institutions can offer accountholders X, Y,
and Z
Location, Month XX, 2022 – {Fintech name and information} announced today that {platform/solution
name} is now accessible through Jack Henry’s digital banking platform.
{Fintech name} leveraged the Digital ToolkitTM, the same set of APIs the Banno Digital PlatformTM is built
on, to embed their technology into the digital experiences offered by community and regional financial
institutions. Access to Jack Henry’s API, design, and authenticated frameworks has enabled {Fintech
name} to directly integrate into the digital banking platform and core, providing a seamless banking
experience. This integration contributes to Jack Henry’s growing ecosystem of over 850 fintechs,
providing approximately 8,000 financial institutions with relevant financial products and services for their
accountholders.
{Paragraph with explanation about the Fintech, including its benefits, competitive differentiators, value
proposition for financial institutions, etc.}
{Quote from Fintech about its contribution to the ecosystem and experience with the Digital Toolkit}

About Jack Henry & Associates, Inc.
Jack Henry (Nasdaq: JKHY) is a well-rounded financial technology company that strengthens connections
between financial institutions and the people and businesses they serve. We are an S&P 500 company
that prioritizes openness, collaboration, and user centricity – offering banks and credit unions a vibrant
ecosystem of internally developed modern capabilities as well as the ability to integrate with leading
fintechs. For more than 45 years, Jack Henry has provided technology solutions to enable clients to
innovate faster, strategically differentiate, and successfully compete while serving the evolving needs of
their accountholders. We empower approximately 8,000 clients with people-inspired innovation,
personal service, and insight-driven solutions that help reduce the barriers to financial health. Additional
information is available at www.jackhenry.com.
{Fintech Boilerplate}
###

